## Timer Widget Usage

**Timer (Classic)** – Set a time limit for a task or just start timing. Set a sound effect to initiate upon time expiration or another action such as advancing to the next page.

**Timer (Modern)** – Same as Classic Timer, just a more modern look. Set a time limit for a task or just start timing. Set a sound effect to initiate upon time expiration or another action such as advancing to the next page.

### Timer Stopwatch

1. Click Start to begin timing
2. Click Stop when finished or to pause
3. Click Reset to start over

### Timer Countdown

1. Click the arrows on the timer display to set the desired countdown time
2. Click the options command to set additional action commands
3. Click Start to begin timing
4. Click Stop when finished or to pause
5. Click Reset to reset the countdown to originally set time

## Mode Switching

Click the mode buttons on the top to switch from stopwatch to countdown

### Countdown Options

1. Next page – when countdown expires, presentation advances to the next page
2. Previous page – when countdown expires, presentation advances to the previous page
3. Delete watch – when countdown expires, timer deletes from the page
4. Insert text – when countdown expires, preset text will appear on the page
5. Play sound – when countdown expires, a sound effect on the page will play
6. Start on loading page – timer begins automatically when page is opened